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&Welcome to the first issue of BANNED IN BRITAIN!
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1 ve always been a horror fan. I remember being seven years old; one of mvfriends at school told me vividly how he had watched FRANKENSTEIN on tv andhow the thief had accidently dropped the good brain on the floor so he hado ake the evil one. As I said I've always been into horror stuff, but itwasn't till the autumn of '88 that it all took a turn; I went to a DEAD-ALL-NIGHTscreening at the Scala Cinema Club in London. The movies they showed on thatOctober night were: NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD, DAWN OF THE DEAD DAY OF THF
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AD ‘ Actually there was a fifth' film; ZOMBIEFLESH EATERS, but I missed that one ’cos I had to start work at 7,30 AM(the all-nighters usually didn't stop till 6 or 7 o'clock in the morning)'Tim Paxton once described a movie in his excellent MONSTER magazine this wav’Damn, this is so cool I don't want to blink or I'll miss something'. Wellthat's how I felt during those wee hours that night. When I left the Scalathe next morning and walked down to the tube the world had changed. I was nolonger the innocent horror fan, I had discovered the wild ehh gory and wonderfulworld of splatter flicks. And that's what this here ' zine is all about. Wehere at the B.I.B manor (hm) are fans, and this is a FANzine. I thought I'djust point it out from the start. We aren't gonna try and make no glossy magnor are we gonna tell you about what's happening on the set of whatever newfilm that's being shot right now or whatever! If you wanna know what's goingon right now in the world of horror flicks then you should rather spend yourmoney on SAMHAIN; they do the news stuff much better than we'd ever do! Butif you're tired of reading endless reviews of NIGHTMARE ON ELM ST part 37and if watching SPLATTER/CULT/TRASH/HONG KONG BLOODSHED flicks is 'your ideaof having a good time, and if you've watched the EVIL DEAD 2 at least 13 timesand you're always trying to find them NASTIES you still haven't got; then thismag might j'ust be the one for you mate!

Oh yeah, if you do a 'zine yourself it would be greatly appreciated if youwould put a plug in for us in your publication. Send us a note (or nice letter)
and we'll do the same for. you in our (hopefully) second issue. If you aren'tdoing a 'zine you can still help us by telling your friends about us (and getem to buy a copy) or you could buy a copy for your mum - she'll love ya forit and give you a TENEBRAE original for x-mas ! Anyway enough babble, enioy
the mag.. .... t-_. - •
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“MACABRE AND HILARIOUS BUCK COMEDY...

BIZARRE AND DARING...A KICK-ASS CULT CUSSIC."
fATALVISIDNS

"ERUPTS IN SEX, GORE, BIZARRE HUMOUR, INTELLIGENCE, DEPTH."
TBJTH WWSPAPER

“OUER-THE-TOP NON STOP ACTION...

MAKES MAD MAXLOOK LIKE A BOY SCOUT JAMBOREE.”
KOPUMAtAlNE

BLOODLUST

dir: Richard
Hewitt.

Wolstencroft and Jon

I was standing in a second-hand record
shop in Melbourne a couple years back.
On the way out (paying for my NOMADS
records which I've never been able
to find over here, I mean NOMADS are
from bloody Sweden for fucks sake,
and I have to go half way round the
globe to find 'em! Bad distrobution
or what!!) Anyway, I saw this here
poster, the one on the back cover,
and it mentioned a new gory australian
flick that had been BANNED IN BRITAIN.
So I thought; whoa, can't be that
bad if it was too much for the Brit
censors, right! It was showing at
the GLASSHOUSE CINEMA. The night I on -,cy ie , +u Bef.

went to see it was the last night st *he town to 'reeA^
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BLACK MAGIC WltH BUDDHA

aka BLACK MAGIC WITH BUTCHERY

directed by Lo Lieh.

Two adventurers find a mummy in a grave in a cave in Tailand. They open the

mummy's head and take out the brain. One of them, Ben, brings it with him back

to Hong Kong in a little wooden box. Once back home in HK
,

Ben wants to use

the brain to gain wealth. The brain has some kinda power, and by using black

magic Ben can get it to help him reach his goal. But as in so many other 'black

magic' films from HK, the main character is truly a bad egg, and westerners

often find it hard to deal with a film that doesn't have a good looking hero,

who at the end score some equally good looking chick! Well as I said, Ben uses

the brain to become rich, but as so often when you sell your soul to the evil

forces, there is a price to pay: when Ben has got his wealth he must return

the brain to where he took it. And as it is also often the case, our hero

doesn't wanna fulfil his part of the deal. And so heaps of weirdo stuff take

place due to the brain being pissed off with Ben: Ben's family find dead dogs

and monkies 'round the house, while Ben is driving his car blood suddenly gushes

down the front window, the evil brain changes to a bigger size and hides in

the fridge! There is also some amazing wild gory scenesa containing quite a

bit of the old gooey red stuff: Ben chucks up pieces of brain, the pieces collect

them selves into a full brain and then tries to escape a good magician, who

pj-ys to zapp the brain with, like, a zapping spell! Ben is also attacked by

the brain that then opens his head so that his own brain is spurting out

everywhere and down his face like gooey porridge! And heaps of other wild

stuff happen! The flick is directed by Lo Lieh, who also acted in the BLACK

MAGIC films, and also in HUMAN SKIN LANTERNS. The style of BLACK MAGIC WITH

BUDDHA is similar to that of BLACK MAGIC 2 (and probably also BM 1 and HUMAN...

but I haven't watched those, unfortunately!) and THE RAPE AFTER. These are

movies with black magic and gross—out stuff that you don't find in any western

films, there is an almost nasty feeling that follows you thru the whole movie!

All these films are highly recommedable ! They also steer away from the hopping

vampire/ghost movies in that they are played straight. There is none of the,

other wice well-known HK slapstick humour. The only funny scene in BMWB is

entirely due to the version I watched wasn't shown in its letterboxed original

format but had been changed to the tv format, which meant that in one scene

you see a knee sitting at a table talking to a hand on the other side! The

subtitles were, well, lets just say they were a bit hard to read, with words

missing at the beginning and at the end of lines, odd grammar and ehh unusual

spelling. But on the other hand, this here is a Danish fanzine and who be am

I to slag other pepples off for doingg inkorrect inglish! But anyway, when

a film is as good as this who gives a fuck!

version reviewed: Hong Kong release in Cantonese with Chinese and Englisjh subs.



STORY OF RICKY
aka RIKI-OH/RICKY
dir: Lan Nai Ka

What's the goriest splatter flick
you've ever watched, eh9 Do you think
the ultimate gore movie is Braindead,
or Tenebrae maybe? Well if you do,

I can understand that; those films
are pretty grusome. But trust me -

there's one movie that puts them
all to shame, and logically that film
is what this attempted review is all
about. The film in question, as the
headline suggests (clever huh), is

Story of Ricky. Lemmesay straight
away it is amazing! You know, I've
seen a few gory movies in my time
but this one tops them all. It's a

blast! The story is about this guy
Ricky who gets thrown in the slammer.
The film is set in the year 2001 and
all prisons have been privatised.
Once he is inside some violent gang
members wanna beat him up because
... well, that's what violent gangs
do! Unfortunately for them, Ricky

is real strong, knows Kung Fu and

stuff and doesn't hold back from harming
his attackers. Actually, we get to

see Ricky ripping arms off, thrust
his fist through other prisoners'
stomachs, hit someone so hard on the

back of the head that his eyes pop
out, smash another bloke's head in

and much much more. Trust me my ugly
friend, this really is the most gory
movie I've ever watched. There might
not be any more blood than in Braindead,

t

but due to the more realistic tone
^

of the film (despite the almost cartoon-

[

like violence) it seems more violent!

Oh yeah, speaking
movie has also been
manga but I don't
first, the manga

of
made

cartoons, the
as a Japanese

know which came
t t

the movie . Anvwav11 you consider yourself
Y

splatter/gore movie fan
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or
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get hold

Oh yeah, an
this: one oJ

is played by the
heroine Yukari
super Kung Fu

weirdness about
Ricky's toughest opponents

Japanese
Oshima

.

fighter
so weird, she usually does
Angel aka Iron Angels, and
Wonder Child). But in this
plays a
Because

female kickass
She plays a

that ' s not
that (see
Kung Fu

flick she

isn't the
get away
I would
Yip play
have been

male super
she has a

/A

bustiest
with it

have liked
the role

strange

!

Fu fighter!
haircut and

A
of gals, she can
quite well. What
to see was Amy
now that would

Japan and not Cantonese, I'
sure that my information is

was a Japanese
is in Cantonese
any subtitles,
speak Japanese

m not
right!

MARK OF THE DEVIL
aka HEKSEJAGT

dir: Michael Armstrong

Version reviewed: I was informed that
the version I received

7 release, but the film
and doesn't have
Considering that they
in
so
Anyway it's nicely letterboxed and

me, it doesn't really matter
can't understand what they're
It is so gory that you don't
aware there is also a version

in Chinese with English
that is 5 minutes shorter

than the uncut version.

believe
if you
saying,
care ! Be
released
subtitles

This film is basically set in the
18th century and it deals with
witchhunting. A particularly nasty
witchunter named Albino (Reggie Nalder)
spends most of his time tracking down
and burning witches. None of them
are actually real witches but he gets
a kick out of being able to burn women
if he doesn't like them; for instance,

if they don't wanna have sex with
him or if he doesn't like their
boyfriend. There are quite a few gory
scenes in this here flick, most of

them being torture scenes and stuff.
Oh yeah, it has a foreword like some
of the lisa films, saying 'this is
an educational film to show you what
must not happen again' yeah right!
There are some sequels to this film,
two I think, but after having bored
myself thru the first one I don't
think I wanna make any effort to find
the other in the series. Since they
made some sequels I'm sure someone
out there liked the first one - I
didn't, sorry!

Out uncut on tape in Denmark.
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ASIAN TRASH CINEMA. ATC started as

a spcial issue of NAKED I SCREAMING ! TERROR!

and later became ATC. If you're into

the new wave of Hong Kong flicks,

and who aren't, then this is one of

the best reads. Craig Ledbetter is

also the editor of EUROPEAN TRASH

CINEMA and these two zines are always

crammed full of stuff. Buy it now.

OHH MY BRAIN HURTS. 50p. Surely one
of the coolest zine-names if you ask
me. Neat little zine with both western
and asinn stuff + ANIME. Get one now!
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INFERNO. 35DKK. This is the biggest
and longest running Danish zine around.
Always crammed full of stuff covering
all genres; from main-stream to the
goriest underground flicks. In Danish.

-Tfea

• "K **,***'•
.

MANGA MANIA. £1.95. This isn't a fanzine
but I've included it anyway coz it's
mighty cool ! 1 132 pages of manga,
manga and even more manga! There's
also lots of up-dates of whats being
released on tape in the UK, US and
Japan. It's really good but unfortunately
DARK HORSE who release it wont let
you subscribe if you live outside
the UK and Ireland. Bloody stupid!
However you can subscribe to it from
FORBIDDEN PLANET in London.

mm. mm
%Mk

AnimeUK. £3.50. More anime/manga.
This is the Samhain of the anime films.
Helen McCarthy started this as a small
xeroxed fanzine and now it's a big
colour cover glossy mag. Essential
for anime fans ! AND you can subscribe

jto it even if you aren't fortunate
enough to on that unexplored island
west of Holland! ——— . . i
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In this section I'll list a few cool zines. It s not really an up to date

listing of what's available at the moment coz ehh I'm only rarely up to date

mvself - and why should the fanzine section be up to date when everything else

in these pages are way out of date? The zines listed are just a collection

of what I like or what I’ve got lying around. Write to some of these zines,

or eet 'em from some of the distros mentioned on page 11, they'r.e all good

and often provides you with info you'll never ever find in Fangona. Always

remember to enclose a S.A.S.E. or a I .R. C. /STAMP. Zine editors are often poor

- I am

!

Puchalski.
c stuff.

SPLATTING IMAGE. If you understand
German this is THE gore movie fanzine!!

Tons and tons of stuff. The editor

i s Graf Haufen.

"trash CITY NO 10 /15
. of a mighty

ISSUE the latest cool stuff

eat one too. Ton (Repute)

inch HA
"i de to get eround

SHOCK CINEMA. $3. ($4 inc p&p in US/$5

i overseas). Another editor—does— it—all
- *** 2in 6 . This one hy StGVG Puchslski.

r Covers gore/trash/psychotronic stuff.

"bLOTY DARLINGS. No 8 should be out

soon. The most depraved underground

: y sleaze zine I've seen! oh yeah, I

write for it! Half in English and

WILLI half in Danish.^ „ .x.ui.iu,"MiOKT CUTS;
-

'r?

SUPERVIXENS,' BAY'of"BLOOD, BETTY BLUE, DRUNKEN
,

MASTER 2, IN T1IE SOUP, ANIME INCLUDING TOMBSTONE

FATAL VISIONS. This is one of my fave

zines too. It's from Melbourne (hey

I used to live there!) and covers
everythin you wanna read about when
you're into alternative cinema! US$6

overseas

.

MOSHABLE No 13. 20DKK/US$3. Simon

N's long running hardcor punk/alternative

music zine. Cool as fuck! This ish

has interviews with Revolting Cocks/

Theraphy?/NOFX/The Muffs and tons

more. There's also a BLAXPLOITATION

special. In English.

SAMHAIN No 45. £1-75. Do I real!

have to tell ya about dis mucha.

thik not, everyone knows Br^>
longest running horror zine. If V°u

into horror buy this! This s

mostly about censorshit!

•psnSua u]
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% TRASH CITY No 14/15. £2.50. This :

i the latest issue of TC and a migh'

great one it is too. Tons of co<

f stuff inc.: MANGA, HAYAO MIYAZA1

H (Laputa) article, your guide to

I around Prague without being bore,

gi extreme Japanese films, zines & toi

more. Buy it if you're into Manga.

ANIMEJIN, The Japanese Animati on Fanzint
Essential if you're into MANGA/ANIMI
Articles by Melen McCarthy (Animel
editor). I've only got the first tv

issues- and the price then was £1.4C
Check it out.
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IN THE LINE OF DUTY flkfl ULTHA FORCE

aka POLICE ASSASSINS
dir: Dnvid Chung.

The MN THE LINE OF DUTY’ oeries

is one of the most popular cop scries

to come out of Hong Kong. And rir.htrully

so. In this the first entry the main

chsmcter is plsyed by Michelle Khan

who plays s Hong Kong cop. At the

beginning of the film we find Michelle

on holiday in Japan, end from the

word 'go' the action almost pours

in over you and never really, stops

until the end credits sre rolllngl

On her wsy buck to HK two beddies

try to hl-.lsck the plsne. On bonrd

sre also Michael, s security gard

from HK police, and Yamamoto, a newly

resigned Japanese police officer.

Together they fight the highly trained

and brutal hi-Jackers. Luckily for

the passengers Michelle (who is also

called Michelle in the film) and the

Japanese guy are kinds good at fighting

themselves. Asian Trash Cinema stated

that Michelle proved that it was possible

to 'kick some kung fu ass and look

cute at the same time 'I And hell yes,

she does know how to kick arse (and

look cute as well) The fight scenes

are amazing, but this ia not a kung

fu movie as such; sure they fight

hut the righting Is Just one element

of this violent cop flick. The film

doe a have a more grim aproach than

usual In cop flicks I think. One of

the three main characters gets brutally

killed end his corpse stolen, even

after it has been buriedl At the end

of the hi-jack scene one guy gets

his head stuck axrt thru a broken window,

while the plane is still in mid-air,

and thus dleB a nasty death. When

he dies first we see his body from

Inside the plane and then we see hiB

dead head sticking out on the outside

- a scene that was too grim for the

German censors, they cut the whole

head scene outl (I'm refering to the

version shown on German channel 2.

ZDF, it might be in the video version.

Tho I doubt it!) In Hong Kong Michelle

and Co find out that the hl-jackers

belonged to a group of terrorists

that got together in some unnamed

war and has a rule they stick to!

'We live together or die together'

1

The breaks between the action scenes

are short, some scenes are karate

scenes . others are gun tooting shoot-out

scenes. They might not be ballet-like,

in the same way as in the movies of

John Woo, but trust me; they work I

This film ia only the first in a whole

DAB FILMS (the

IN THE LINE...
acting. The role
by Cynthia Khan.

series of IN THE LINE OF DUTY films,

unfortunately Michelle Khan only played

the main character in the first two

films, then she married the boss of
company behind the

films) and stopped
was then taken over
a Tsiwaneese actress

with Pimilar features, and 1 muat
admit ahe la bb fast moving end good

at kicking bad guys* arse as Michelle
(and cute too). Actually there has

been quite a bit of confusing going
on in the underground. A little while
back many thought it was the same

actress with two different names,

a problem that of course only excisted
among westerners because to them Chinese
people simply looked the samel Once

you get used to Chinese films/people
it's obvious Michelle and Cynthia
are two different gals. The film has

been released here in Denmark as ULTRA

FORCE on sell thru video at £7,00

(70 kr). The release ia the uncut

English dubbed version. If you saw

the tape at the shop and didn’t know

the fJlm or Just didn’t know the

alternative title then I'm afraid

it's cose to overlook mrtx as the cover

shows a guy and a gal that are clearly

westerners end the guy is in front

and indicating that the main character

is a manl Which is of course all western

macho bullshit but I guess people

not into the new wave of HK cinema

wouldn't buy the tape if it had Chinese

people on the cassette. *lf it aint

from Hollywood we don't need it’

I

Jeg grammes! Anyway, get hold of IN

THE LINE... now. If you are into HK

flicks then this is a compulsory buyJ

Released uncut/dubbed in English in

Denmark

.

The ZDF version was beautifully

letterboxed by the way (end cut and

dubbed in German f)

Tf ft #.

CHINATOWN CINEMA
108 Lonscfptp SUeel. Tel; 662 3*65

$ 10.00
ADULT

N? 3307

BATTLE IN OUTER .SPACE aka UCHU DAJSENSO
nkn KJUF.G 1M VELTKNHAUM

dir: Inoshiro Honda (1959)

Five yrs after Honda made the original
GODZILLA movie for the Toho film studios,
he made RATTLE IN OUTER SPACE, also

,

a Toho film. Even tho Honda was most
‘famous for his monster movies, this

l

flick shows that he could also make
cool and non-monster sci-fi rilma
quite well. And even tho B.I.0.5.
might not be Honda’s best film it’s
good fun and well worth checking out.

A space station is attacked by aliens,
and destroyed. Then follows a lot
of havoc on Earth; train accidents,
tidal waves and stuff like that, all
caused by the aliens. So in order
to check out what's really going on
out there, the united nations build
two space rockets. Manned mostly with
Japanese astronauts, the two rockets
then take off into space. Vhen they
get to where the space station used
to be, there is only space junk left.
It’s the film's most trogic moment,
Akira Ifukube's musical score is almost
reminiscent of his death song at the
end of GODZILLA. Later the astronauts
encounter alien flying saucers, and
have to battle them. Then they land
on the moon, where the aliens have
parked their space gear. Even tho
the aliens are present hAlf of the
film, we never get to see what they
look like. Only in one scene, in which
the aliens attack the Earth expedition's
only female member do we get to see
the aliens in their space suits. The
fact that you never See the threat,
i.e, the aliens, gives the film a

sense of suspense.
As I said at the beginning, BATTLE
IN OUTER SPACE is a cool movie to
watch, and oh yeah while you’re at
it, get also hold of some of Honda ' a

other flicks. The ones I've seen have
all been fun movies to watch, and
the best of them, GODZILLA, is a

masterpiece 1

!

Shown letterboxed on PR07 - dubbed
in German.
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M
It has often annoyed me that when

magazines/fanzines write about movies

on video tape, that are hard to find,

they hardly ever tell you where you

can get hold of these tapes! One way

of getting hold of almost any film,

no matter how rare or unreleased,

is thru the underground network; i.e.

swapping! This way you can get hold

of copies, and often copies down the

line! But if your desire goes beyond

a wish to just be able to watch the

films in question, if you wish to

own your own original tape then it

often becomes a different matter.

Original tapes can be hard to find

fpr various reasons; if you live in

certain countries, like Britain or

Sweden, it's difficult to get your

hands on gory horror films due to

fucked-up governments, who reckon

it’s their responsibility to decide

what's good for you and what's not!

You may be old enough to vote, become

a soldier, drink ' at the pub or have

sex even, but you're not allowed to

choose what movies you wanna watch

in your own home! Here on the continent

it's mostly a different matter

censorship-wise. I think most countries,

except Germany, over here are mostly

quite liberal; most films are released

uncut. However, if you get your uncut

goodies from the countries down south, •

you run into another problem: they k

like to dub everything into funny

languages (the other night I watched

DARKMAN on a Turkish satellite channel;

that was fun!!). And then there is

Germany: here horror/action movies
j

are not only dubbed, they are also i

heavily cut - and many are banned

(see the THE GERMAN DJANGO MASSACRE
||

article somewhere in these pages
;

pi

where they've even made a cool cynical
•

j

Italian Django flick into a kids'
|

movie! How's that for weirdness!

Even here in tne liberal Denmark it

can be a hassle to find your favourite

gore flicks. Not due to censorshit-

we don't have any, only age ratings

- but due to either the market being

too small, so many movies simply never

get a video release, or because you

(like me) live far from any good video

shops! So as a little help, I've tried

to find some video outlets that do

a mail order service. At the end I 11

also mention a few fanzine distributors.

I haven't tried them all myself,, but

from what I've heard they should all
be reliable. To get an answer it's
always a good idea to enclose an IRC.
Happy hunting, and tell 'em who sent
ya!

CULT VIDEO . P.0. BOX 55670, 1007 ND
of HENRY, portrait of a

CULT VIDEO themselves have released ™CUT ^“

°

tterboxed ,
and both in English

serial killer and CANNIBAL HOLOCAUST. The latter letterboxes, a ^ _
and no subs '

For catalogue send DFL 10,-

Emmmm
TOH - HVQR ANDRE UNK[R

ROCK UGLEN, Frederiksborggade 40, 1360 KBH.K., Denmark.

They sell UK, Dutch, Danish and Italian releases.

Write for a free list.

LASERDISKEN, Prinsensgade 38, 9000 Aalborg, Denmark.

They have LDs and UK tapes.

Free list.

METALIZED RECORDS ,
Badstuestraede 8, 1209 KBH.K., Denmark.

Free list here too. •

PSYCH0TR0NIK VIDEO , 18 Hanway Street, London W1 ,
England.

VIDEO CITY, 117 Notting Hill Gate, London Wll, England.

They do a HUGE catalogue, and send the tapes within 24 hrs of receiving the

orders. They also take search—lists

.



FANZINE DISTROS:

Ok, here are only three, but they all have heaps of stuff so it should be enough
for the moment. Here goes:

DARK CARNIVAL DISTRO
, 21 Avon Road, Scunthorpe, South Humberside, DN16 1EP,

UK.

Steve M. does a huge catalogue of US/UK/EURO-zines . Four issue subscription
(one year): UK: £1.50 / Europe: £2.50.

••

fl* '?/'

^SASTUFF~!^
ATI0NS

’ 12 Elder Avenue
> Crouch End, London N8 9TH, England.^' V -/^V

.

-

v"

FULL FAMILY IWTERTAINMENT inc, , Simon Nielsen, Victoriagade 11 , 1
.^ 9400 -

Nr.Sundby, Denmark.
’

Simon distributes cool zines cheaply to the Scandinavian countries. Send an
~

IRC for a catalogue/list (i Danmark send et 3,75 kr fri mark e

)

.

YESTERYEARS NEWS AND OTHER RUMOURS . .

.

The (British) Japanese MANGA tapes are now being distributed in several countson the continent, including Spain, Italy, Holland, France and a1 «Tn

°Untri
f
S

There's even a Danish MANGA club, but so far no cool fanzine lik^ ^
®nmark ‘

so lf you ' re interested in — *> ^ sss
;Aep suo sutz app

,

epaujTue-a u ,
pue ppSiq 9HP sss TT|SM

•
/'II nJ 8c3oH ‘jjngs pua sapzzep app jo psupp po§ psnf *o 9A 9ps jSuTqpi29 .iq paddops
sep (9upz 9abj Kuj) HSBHH 3HL NI sm9u pus 9pp. pueaq ips 9a

,
noK ssanS j

Oh yeah, THE NEW WAVE OF HONG KONG MOVIES finally came to Danish state tv:
I can't recall the date, but sometime this Fall DR tv showed SAVIOR OF THE
SOUL, (starring Andy Lau and Anita Mui )

— AMAZING! I mean, on Danish tv! !

!

And
luckily it was the original Cantonese version w/subtitles, and not some dubbed
shite

!
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rrouncJnos <irc precent came
wit.h THE LOVELESS it’s differe

j can see that they've done
lot of research and finding
) them right things from that
e when ROCKABILLY, LEATHERJACKE
d GODZILLA were born. After
is movie Kathryn Bigelow went
to direct the true cult movie

AR DARK. Along with NEAR DARK
F, LOVELESS is Bigelow's best
)m. Bigelow's BLUE STEEL is

but it's hard T-t> Imagine that,

esc the two first flicks and

UE STEEL wore done by the same
rector! THE LOVELESS ootes of

yle. The music is so fucken
ol it’s unreal, and the whole
od just sucks you it)!

The film is narrated a little

L by the main character but
cause it's just in a few place;
doesn't feel overdone; it’s
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not your typical Marlowe narrating

As X said earlier it’s hard to

describe this film (like trying

io describe why you think icy
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PILES
and
HURTS' zine
Melbourne

,

OF THANK-YOUs GO OUT TO: Daniel
Richard Auty (OHH MY BRAIN

Richard at Minotaur in
Lars Von Hegnet (BLOODY

DARLINGS 1 zine/and it's still 1994
mate!!!), Peder Pedersen ( INFERNO ' zine

)

,

my cousin Ronny, Christian Baunvig,
you for buying this, and most of all
Michelle G.
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DOCUMENT OF THE DEAD

dir: Roy Frunk.es

Croucho (Max Bros) is standing next
to a dame who has got a long cigarette
holder. He lights it for her and says;

'How are things down the other end?'.

She blows smoke in his face and with
his cigar he returns the smoke. Soon
she starts to cough to which Groucho
comments: 'It's like living in
Pittsburg. .. if you can call that living'.
This intro is perfect for this
documentary about George A Romero’s
i EtBrnmi

£
zombie movies because

as we ail know all the movies are
set in Pittsburg and as we also all
know; most people in Pittsburg are
kinda dead, walking dead or living
dead if you will! After the clip
from the old Max Bros film the
documentary about Romero and his zombie
movies begins. The film is divided
into two parts: The first part was

filmed by the School of Visual Art

on the set of DAWN OF THE DEAD in

1978. The second part was shot by,

some of, the same people ten years
later on the set of TWO EVIL EYES.

The whole film is narrated by a woman
who is the perfect choice for the

documentary; she simply sounds like

one of the zombies featured in DAWN!

The documentary is very good. There

are interviews with George Romero,

the crew, the actors & others. There

are segments from NIGHT OF THE LIVING
DEAD, MONKEY SHINES, DAWN of course,

and MARTIN (including a scene that
was cut form the print when the film
was shown on the BBC). The documentary
is 85 min. long and thus goes much
deeper than the usual made for tv

the-making-of programs! Many of those
are little more than adverts for newly
released films anyway. It's easy to

see this is made by people who had

a passion for the movies. The documentary
won the Golden Award at the Houston
International Film Festival. The only
thing I find extremely strange. is

that not a word is said about Romero's
3rd zombie movie DAY OF THE DEAD.

There are a few still-images from

the film at the end while the credits

roll, but why they didn't talk about,

or ask Romero about, the film is beyond
me. Anyway DOCUMENT OF THE DEAD is

a great documentary, one you easily

can watch several times and still

MAN
Sv. TV A

Den stumme haevner
Frankrig 1968. 101 min. (ekskl. rekl.)

Loco skyder Paulines mand ved graensen lil

Mexico. For at haevne sig hyrer hun revolver-

manden Silence. Han
prover lorgasves at fi

ram pS morderen. Til

sidst uskadeliggor
Loco Silence. Pauline
er naesle offer pS Lo-
cos dodsliste. Vil del

lykkes?

Inslr,: Sergio Curbuccl.
Silence: Jean-Louis
Trintlgnant.

Version reviewed: My tape's from the
land of OZ where it was releaded with
only an M (i.e. 15) rating even tho
there's lots of blood and gore in
it! ! !

wanna see it again!



THE BIG SILENCE aka THE GREAT SILENCE/IL GRANDE SILENZIO/DEN STUMME H/EVNER.

dir: Sergio Corbucci. 1968 ( Italy/France

)

To the non-fan orientated viewer Sergio Leone is the most well-known (and

probably also only) Italian Spaghetti Western director. But of course there

were heaps more filmmakers to turn out bleak and pessimistic pasta westerns;

one of bleakest, most pessimistic and best, was Sergio Corbucci. I don t kno wW

but it seems Corbucci was overshadowed by Leone, like, Leone would make great

westerns and they'd get popular and he'd get famous himself and Corbucci would

make some of the coolest, bleakest and most violent of the Spaghetti Westerns

but never really become a household name like Leone (among non-fans at least).

But I guess that’s the way it always goes (and why aren't THE CRAMPS as well-known

as that Jackson dude?). Corbucci 's most well-known/ and at the same time one

of the bleakest of the genre, is the the true cult western DJANGO; which you've

all seen. However, another of Corbucci 's westerns which is even more grim,

and more bleak and humour forsaken is THE BIG SILENCE. The film was shot

in 1968 and stars the French actor Jean Louis Trintignant who plays the

Man-With-No-Name character; just this time it's, as every thing else in the
movie, more extreme in that it's not just that he wont say his name or where
he comes from; he can't, he's a mute!' The film is set in and around a snow
covered small hickswille town. It's just after the civil war between the North
and the South. When the conflict ended and the North had won, many soldiers
from the South didn't wanna surrender and kept fighting their own war, often

in the same groups as they were in during the war, and thus became outlaws.

Along with the outlaws came the bounty hunters who hunted them down not for

justice but simply for the money. In THE BIG SILENCE one such bounty hunter,

Loco, -is played brilliantly by Klaus Kinski; 'The politest murderer out west',

/as Alex Cox (the director of REPO MAN/SID AND NANCY and STRAIGHT TO HELL).

said in the intro when the film was shown on BBC.

Most of the wanted men Kinski's character hunts down are 'Wanted: Dead or Alive',

but to Loco it's easier to kill them; that way they make less fuss! Anyway,

I'm not gonna tell you too much about the story but let me just say this; if

you are fond of 'real' American’ westerns you'll probably hate THE BIG Silence;

there's no smooth talking hero who's really nice. The film is really violent

(blood flows and fingers fly!!). When the film was released back in the late

60ies it became popular in Italy, Germany and France. Due to the violence,

and not least the ending which is, like, one of the most depressing endings

ever, it wasn't shown publicly in the US or UK until it turned up on tv i the

UK in 1990. The music is by Ennio Morricone who did the scores

many of them spaghetti westerns, all the Leone westerns which starred Clint

Eastwood and Eastwood has recently used Morricone for his new 'IN THE LINE

OF FIRE'. If you're into Spaghetti Westerns 'SILENCE' is a must-see, '’and

if you are not but have got hold of this here zine because you're into gore

type flicks then mayby you should watch 'SILENCE' anyway; it's a great flick,

that does provide a good portion of nasty stuff and'

and if you still don't see any reason for watching it; why the hell not? Get

‘ hold of it now! The only thing is just that it's pretty hard to find. As far

as I know it's never been released in Europe in an English language version on tape

A German dubbed version turned up on satellite tv and in Finland they released,

for some obscure reason, the German dubbed version (with Finnish subtitles).

It was also shown on the Swedish satellite channel TV4 about a year ago.

That version was the original letterboxed Italian language version with Swedish

subs. There's one English language version avaliable tho that was broadcast in England

as part of BBC's MOVIEDROME season. I still remember the happy day it was

G
The version was- introduced by Alex Cox, who incidently used

Vonetta Me Gee, one of the main characters from 'SILENCE', in his film REPO
MAN. It was letterboxed and dubbed in English. Try to get hold of it, it's
well worth the effort.
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I'llKDATOK 2

ISA. 1*90

D Stephen Hopkins

P Lawrence Gordon. Joel Silver A Jolin Davis

S. Jim At Jolin Thomas

W: Danny Glover. Maria Conchita Alonso. Ruben Blades. Bill

Pax ion. Gary Buscv. Kevin Peter Hall

Sequel to the pretty great Arme aciioncer Predator. This time -•

without Schwarzenegger but will) Danny Glover filling ia

The setting is Los Angeles 199~. The Coliunbians and the

Jamaicans are battling n out wnli ihc police and each oilier to

dominate the drug market in central I.A. The controversial cop

Harrigan (Glover) are in charge of a small anli-drug squad. The

squad consists of Leona (Alonso) a pretty tough little woman.

Danny (Blades) Hampan's long-time paruier and best buddie and

Lambert l Paxton) an arrogant sman ass who never seem to stop

talking but knows how to do his job. The tihn starts olf with

die police having a massive shoot-out will Columbian drug-

dealers The Columbians retreat into a building where it turns

out they have an enormous weaponry. Cnlortunalely that s not

quite enough to help them against die fVcdator. who ripps them

ail to pieces belorc the cops arrives tor a new shoot-out. Harrigan

lollows the only surviver. Scorpio, who ts not only running

Irom the cops but more so Irom the predator. They end up on the

roof where llamgan kills Scorpio, not recogiucing that Scorpio

were reallv trying to shoot at the predator, llamgan secs

somedung but lie docsn t seem to take any notice ol it Bad

move!

Soon drug-dealers start gelling killed .md skinned and even

though dtis IS Harrigan' s lerrilory. lie's being kept out ol' the

investigation bv a group o! federal agents lead by Keyes tBusey).

Of course llamgan won t settle lor that, so hr busts in

everywhere he wants to solve die case and lumand Itis gang ends

up in a battle with the federal agents on one side and die predator

oil the odter.

The trim sports a solid cast with Glover in fine form and Alonso

doing her usual action-woman routine widi style and die endless

number well staged, well-executed acuon scenes arc just as great

,is in ihc ongmal The plot unfolds prcliv nicely, even il it has

holes the sire of an omnibus and et cit il serves as little more

lhan an excuse lor cranking out action galore! Hopkins handles

the Violence and special effects with solid capability and gusto

.ml even though die running umc is 1 00-> mmuilcs things never

slow down or lose power and it's been quite awhile since I ve

seen an acuon vehicle dus elfecuvc.

In 1 989 Hopkins also made the fifth instalment in the A
Sigh ill are on F.lmstrcel senes. The Drum Child, in

which he also showed good skills when il conies to handling

special elfccis.

The predator is once again played by Kevin Peter Hall and crealed

by Clins Wallas. Jim and John Thomas also wrote the ongtnal

movie and the Predator is created by them

Robert Davt. Monon Downey Jr and Calvin Lockhan are also

there, as is Miss Apnl 1986 Plawnate Teri Weigel. She's

basing wild sex widi a poor Columbian drug-lord. She has also

been ill Return of the Killer Tomatoes, Sunset,

Savage Death and she's the scared sinppct ill Innocent

Blood. She has also been in several television series e.g.

Married. ..With Children. When she was a Playmate, she

gut her breasts enlarged and worked hard lor Hayboy and hoped

lo hr chosen Playmate ot die Year. She didn't pel die mle and

mmed to die main stream film market. Atier this lilin she got

her breasts enlarged even lurther land they are gelling pietiy

huge) and went back to making adult film, intuiting several porn

features. Site’s one of die lew who've moved from R lo X. die

other way seems to be more popular these days. 1 just hope she'd

make die turn back again as she seems capable of more Oran the

pom -buz seems to be able to otter.

IJ.-U'CIITLKS OK DARKNESS
Italy. 1 990
D: Stuart Gordon
P: Andras Hanton
S: Andrew Laskos

W.Aiuhony Perkins. Mia Sara. Robert Reynolds. Dczso Caras.•uck Lolcruan

Gordon made this TV movie during his artistic nosedive in the
late 80s and early 90s and 1 pretty much regret watching this
movie in the first place. But. how> can you ever anticipate that a

Stuart Gordon movie starring Anthony Perkins and Mia Sara
should lie anything but at least walchablc? Well it isn't. Not die
least actually. I rented this hoping for some good action, a strong
performance from Perkins and maybe cvcd Mia Sara disrobing.
Uut, no way busier!

Mia Sara is the American Calhrinc Thatcher who arrives in
Bucarest. Ruroenia to look for her father whom she has never
seen for real. The only thing she's got is a photo with an address
on it It's during Caucescu's dictator regime in 1 989 and Gordon
nicely mixes the horror element with the political settings of
Rumcnia. She finds the address on the photo and finds an old
black smith w-bere she meets Perkins - who later turns out to be
her long lost father, lo no big surprise for the viewer 1 can assure
you. At first he denier to have anything lo do with die picture
and claims that her father. Paul Alccsandri, is dead She docs not
believe him md when she meets the young, suave and
sophisticated Gregory Pctrscu (Garas) she really gels into
trouble. He rums out lo be some son of vampire who seduces
young actiactivc women and then biles them with his lounge! At
the American ambassy Thatcher meets Devlin, played by
Dynasty gay Jack Coleman, who docs not belive her at first
but at the end he finds himself convinced when he's trapped in a
dungeon filled with blood-drained prisoners Gordon soon looses
touch with about everything in dtis cow-pat of a movie. The
pace is agonizingly slow, die story complete bollocks and die
cuding so lousy that il should make a few stomaclis roll.

Sara is prrtiy good and Perkins is... well, Perkins You know, the
psychopath with a soft spot (as usual!). Even for a TV movie
dtis is pathetic and even worse than Gordon's odicr shil-sandwich
Robojox - which, in a way. is a sort of accomplishment 1

guess. Not even the most jaded Perkins or Gordon fans should
check dtis. Please.



HOUSE BY THE CEMETERY

dir: Lucio Fulci

'HOOSE . . . ' is about a man and wife

and their son. They have desided to

leave New York and go live in the

country-side, so they rent a big old

house outside some small village.

In the house there 1 s a basement with

a locked door so no one can get down

there, and there's a tomb in the

loungeroom. Soon after they move in

weird things start to happen. Sounds

familiar? The wife hears noises. The

son befriends a girl who only he can

see and ehh well it’s hard really

to give you a decent plotline cos

Fulci’s film is confusing as hell
- but then again, aren't all his movies!

I

The film is just as slow as his zombies

in GATES OF HELL/CITY OF THE LIVING

DEAD! And the familj-'s son is dumber

than afore mentioned zombies! Like,

a bat bites his dad's hand and wont

give loose, and blood is gushing,

and the dad is going 'arrgghh' to

wbich the boy asks 'what's wrong dad?'

arghl! In the beginning of the film

he's looking at a picture of a house

and in one of the windows you can

see the face of a girl, and the boy

asks his mum; 'why is the girl telling

me not to go mum?' argh!(once again).

I guess it's Fulci who directed the

boy-actor but still, he's unbearable.

Fulci must have got him this way at

the agency: 'have you got any good

child actors?' Agent: 'no, we've only

got one which nobody else wants cos

he's trash!', Fulci: 'fine, just what

I need!'. Another thing that gets

one your nerves after a while is the

constant child whining! I kid you

not, thru half of the damn flick you

hear some brat whining, and it's just

plain annoying! Some professor lived

in the house long ago and his wife

is buried in the garden and there's

a weird maid and uhh I don't think

I'll try and explain any further,

the film is a complete mess and the

ending incomprehensable ! The film

was released in the UK with only one

cut in the beginning of the eighties

but withdrawn when the BBFC waB

introduced, and rightfully so; it

should be banned forever and all prints

burned, not for being gory but for

being so god-damn awfull! If you feel

bored one day then watch *tkis and you

have a perfectly ruined day! Yeah

I know it's sort of a cult classic,

and so fucken what, I hate it! Period!

Version rewieved: pre-BBFC release.

It was released uncut in Denmark in the

beginning of the BOies as well but it's

hard to find those originals as they

were only released on rental tapes.

CHICKEN AND DUCK TALK
aka ENTE GUT, ALLES GUT
dir: Clifton Ko Chi Sum

CHICKEN AND DUCK TALK doesn't actually
belong in the pages of it's
not a horror/splatter/gore/heroic
bloodshed or trash film. There's only
one reason why I've encluded it: it's
very funny and I happen to like it!
Hell that's even two reasons for ya
mate! The movie is set in HK and deals
with a restaurant owner, his wife,
son, mother in law and the employees
at his tiny restaurant that specialises
in duck menues. The conditions at
the restaurant are pretty yukky, but
that doesn't matter 'cos they've
got no competition. That is until
one day when DANNY FRIED CHICKEN,
a new big, expensive and CLEAN fast
food restaurant opens up just across
the road! I'm not gonna tell you
more about the story 'cos there really
is no compact story here, just a lot
of silly scenes and slapstick humour.
Most of us fans of Chinese horror
movies are used to the horror-slapstick
humour but this is purely a comedy
with absotely no horror or gun blasting
over the top shoot out scenes! Well
I guess some of the restaurant conditions
ARE pretty horrible, but no ghosts
nor vampires to be found here, and
the ducks h chicken are already dead
so there's no live animal slaughter
scenes either! Anyway enough babble,
CHICKEN AND DUCK TALK is a fun movie.
Sometimes a lot of the silly Chinese
slapstick humour doesn't reach home
due to it being too Chinese and thus
incomprehensable to pale-faces like
you and me (well at least me, of course
I dunno how brown or green you are ! )

but this flick is actually very funny!
The version I watched was luckily
dubbed in German - yes I did say LUCKILY,
'cos this way 1 was able to hear
everything that was going on and didn’t
have to miss most of the action due
to unreadable badly spelled, badly
structured English subtitles that
mostly also miss the first and last
word in the sentences. One of the
staff members at the duck restaurant
is played by the goofy cop/vampire
from HAUNTED COP SHOP 2.

VERSION REVIEWED: Broadcast on German
state tv (ARD) one sunny afternoon
last year (’93). It was dubbed in

German, letterboxed and the print
was nice and clear. Oh yeah, you can
find a trailer to the film on the

HAUNTED COP SHOP 2 tape!

\

manga manga manga manga manga

I know the cover says MANGA and I

really wanted to have heaps of stull
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FIGHT TO WIN aka FREE FIGHTER/CITY

COPS
dir: Kar-Wing Lau

New York. A Chinese named Ken Tong,
who deals in stolen deamonds

,

reads
in the paper that the police will
pay 150,000 for information that can
lecd to the arrest of a missing suspect,
named Robbinson, who had to do with
some tried warfare case. Ken phones
the police from an abandoned house
and tells the pigs to get there fast
cos Robbinson's men are after him.

Well of course the baddieB turn up
first and start to question him (power
drill stylel) about where he‘s hidden
some tapes they want. Then the cop
thnt the police sent over to pick
Ken up turns up; not a man but CYNTHIA
ROTHROCKI Usually the bastBrds (police)
would shout something like 'freeze*
first, well Cynthia blasts one of
them down and THEN shouts 'polizei!*
(yep, in this version they all speak
fluent German!) Well after some minutes
of shooting and fighting they all
make an escape including Ken, and
the only one left is Cynthia. Ken
then esenpes to Hong Kong, where else I,

and contacts another bad triad dude.
Back^he US the police appoints Cynthia
to go to Hong Kong and find Ken. In

Hong Kong we meet two HK cops, Georgie
and Dave (real Chinese names huh I )

.

When we meet them they are working
on a case trying to catch 'BOOBIE
GRABBERS' in a big department store.
A guy, who is looking for a pair of
boobs to grab, sees a good looking
woman, and while standing next to
her, pretending to read a PLAYBOY
magazine, pp starts to touch her bosom
only to find out they are kinda hard!
Georgie sees this and arrests the
feller. The guy claims that he
hasn't done anything wrong cos, and
then he pulls the 'woman's' wig off!
And guess what, 'she' is Ken Tong!
Of course they don't know that he

is warned in New York, but they take
him to the pig HO to ask him why he

feels like dressing as a woman! Being
a copper in Hong Kong is truly hard
work! If you think all this sounds
kinda si)ly then I guess you’re right.
It is, however, not the
slapstick-sil lyness that you find
in many HK flicks. This is more like
the sill yn ess /humour that you find
in the great ACES CO PLACES/MAD MISSION
films. This is actually quite funny
even to a gweilo like me and you!

Some of the humour is a bit tacky

tho, like they do some real bod Rock

Hudson/aids jokes. But then again,

after having watched dosins of these

movies you sorta get used to it; in

Hong Kong nothing is sacred, everything

goes no matter how silly or tacky.

Of course I'm in no way complaining,

all the sillyness, tackyness and the

fact that there really is no boundaries

IS what makes HK flicks so different

from all the American action flicks,

and that is one of the reasons why

I have turned to HX movies; the fact

that they DARE to be different, different

to all the Hollywood middle of the

fucken road bullshit that most of

my European fellow countrymen so gladly

devour as the cream de la cream of

film!!! Honestly my friend, there

is little difference between general

European cinemagoers and the zombies

you find in ZOMBIE FLESH-EATERS! Anyway,

Cynthia arrives in HK and, together

with the two HK goof cops, has to

try and find Ken. David and Georgie

find out that Ken has a sister so
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they go to a bar where she works In
order to find out where her brother,
Ken, is. They aren't too happy with
having to work together with the FBI,

represented by Cynthia, and bJa at

the bar David tricks her into taking
part in a deal with the gangster that
Ken contacted when he arrived at Hong
Kong, Cynthia thinks David is making
a deal about where to find Ken, when

in fact he is selling Cynthia to the

gangster dude! No need to tell she

gets mighty upset when she finds out!
She then beats up the gangster boss
and ell his men. Later Georgie falls
in love with Ken's sister and Cynthia
gets into some pretty amazing fights
with some bad white Gweilo dudes.
One of them is played by Mark Houghton,
a Brit actor who lives in Hong Kong
and who has been in quite a few HK

films, mostly playing nasty foreigners.
Thru out the film there's quite a

few fights and at the end there's

a violent shoot-out. I'm not gonna
tell you more about the story cos

it is little more than Just an excuse
to do a lot of fight scenes and silly
jokes. FIGHT TO WIN is sort of a mix
between the IN THE LINE OF DUTY and

the MAD MI5510N series. 1 can understand
if you feel a bit hesitant Bbout getting
hold of this flick because Cynthia
Rothrock is a western actress and

not a 'real' HK actress, jtnaa*«l-are9B ***

uodepefeondzofctafco When 1 read in the

TV GUIDE that there would be a HK J [

(

flick on with a American in the lead
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Bl.OODFIGHT

dir: Shuji Goto (aka Shuezy Gott)

If you think the title suggests an

action fight film based at a martial-

arts championship, then you're absolutely

right!

Set in Hong Kong, the film deals with

a guy who was a martial arts contestant

but who never won the championship.

Now he ' s older and wants to make a

comeback and win the championship,

but this time by coaching a younger

fighter

.

A lot of the film concentrates on

his first student who in the end turns

out to be a good-for-nothing bad—egg!

Another section is spent on his second

student, who first doesn't want to

fight in the championship. Then he

wants to, but the coach won't let

him. Finally they agree. Then a long

part of the flick is wasted on endless

boring scenes of hard training.

The student finally makes it to the

championship, only to get killed!

The next part of the movie is then

wasted on the coach being drunk, and

finally he decides that he should

make a comeback himself what a surprise

!

At the end he beats up all the other

contestants, even though they were

never alcoholics, and wins by trashing

Bolo Yeung!

I'm not a fan of these

fighting-championship films, which

are more predictable than the music

of Phil Collins, even if they are

good and I'm afraid Bloodfight sucks

more than a Danish Nilfisk vacumn

cleaner. The fact that Simon Yam
(credited as Yam Tat Wah) and Bolo
Yeung are in it doesn't help. This
is utter crap! Of course you might
like it, but don't ask me for a copy.
I simply had to erase the film; it
had started to smell bad!

Broadcast letterboxed on the German
satellite channel PR07.
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Two white American cops hove U
to briny Japanese gangster to
Japan. Japanese gangster looks
at American cop, American cop
asks what the hell he's iookiriq
at. Japanese gangster looks twice
at American cop. American cop

[ .)

American cop gets kicked twice

*

I

'* red J hard in bails but still v

mannages to beat up Japanese
bod guy. Two American cops'
Japanese partner is boring.
American cops have to teach

j

Japanese cop to be happy and under
. stand how to think for bim^nlf
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. j m a fan of Asian
|

gangster /hero j c bloodshed flicks
so I was looking forward to
watchino Ridley Scott’s Black
Rain which 1 knew was set in Japan
and sort of 'US director goes
the Japanese way and makes Japanese
cop flick' well, I cucss he did
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Waterproof waste bBg. See Instructions on reverse. This waste beg Is provided for your

use in flight to collect general waste. We will dispose of it after your Night.

When I first decided to make a listing

of where to find yr good late nite
trash on tv I for some reason thought

there 'd be lots to list but unfortunately
that's not the case. If I hadn't glued
the Bundy pic. on the top of this

page I think I'd written about something
else. Anyway, here's a list of the

poor amount of amoralizing programs

on tv in my 'hood (a mighty big one

after we got satellite tv!):

hand to cabin crew for disposal

node d'emplol voir Instructions a u dos. Ce aoc est k votre

>our te ramassage de tous decheis. Nous nous en

our cause de mel de t'alr, pribre da le reorottre fe Tun des

leha Anleftungen euf der ROcksehe, Bltte wflhrend dos

dutel sleeken. Wir beseltigen Ihn dann nach der Lendung,

irttorsnkhett den Beutel bids dem Kabinenpoteono! ruf

sbtlo. Vedare tetmrlonl sul retro. Quosto eecchetto vfena

iri di cui vogllate disfarvl durante II vlagglo. Dopo II volo

ireonale,

ma! d'eria, VI preghlamo <C voter!o corwocnars *5

THE
prisoner.

and TV3

Bolsa Impermeable pare desperdldoi. Vao las tnstrucdonM al doreo. Este bolss os para

MARRIED WITH CHILDREN: TV 3 (Denmark) M
on Thursdays. RTL( Germany) every day.

TV 3 (Sweden) on Thursdays. ^

o

U>y^ wJ . IjIUd! lb-j bCI iiWI CCWUJI £*A- oV-oIKj

.
p&L-J -u

f

Denmark) ’ " —31 .U*-/ uw J
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the ADVENGERS: ^ry ^oadcast uncoded) iu ^ >
/b

every Sunday
-

3sat on Mondays- ^
BLACE

ADDuR-

- - yyj— L

DARK SHADOWS (with Babara Steele):
,

. v 7’ w
TV3 (DK) every Sunday. +ch vEMWEREN t Sv,e

e

, • u- vou can waten - saturaays
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TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE 2

dir: Tobe Hooper (USA)

Remember- them ol ' i» uuuu uicm
nasty killings down in Texas, yeah
sure but, hell , thBt happen 8 mighty
long time ngo infact 14 yrs have gone
down the drain since then so why bring
i t nil back now. Wccl) yo cec3 there's Tw

just this problem, n whole lotta peoples —

\

have been found mighty dead on them "

Texas roads, them policemen thinks

(

they're just yer everyday roadkills '

.

- and them newspaper-peoples think v, ~es
them policemen is right. But there's "**§1
one fella who don't belive 'em, he

thinks otherwhise cos ya sees 2 of ^._J|
them kids who was killed all them
many yrs back they had themselves
a brother, an' he himself has come ^ ' L
back to them texas roads to hunt them ** J
chainsaw killers noone else belives
excist. 2525^’
14 yrs after Tobe Hooper made the

1 ,3»vSA !

'

notorious film THE TEXAS CHAINSAW tf
MASSACRE he returned to the scene of -

the crime to direct a sequel; the

TCH2I MKSJSg

'bout them

Remember the end of TCM where Sally '

finally cscapoB, (oh you haven't even

see it yet sorry that I spoiled the

end for ya ha ha) well she gets away

but goes insane, tho before doing 60

she manages to tell her story. She

j

and her brotHf rS£fes^> L—

T

\

IS! Ill

SBa

f
had another brother, Lefty Enright,

who is a sheriff. During the past

14 years he's tried to find his lost

jp ^ ^
1 5ut eVen

. }
r you wont to watch TCM

f*" °V‘p?c
2 y°U mieht hove a hard time just

Sm= S getting hold of the film itselF; TCM
* • 2 is totally BANNED IN BRITAIN, and
DEAD is that what went on in the EVIL t aiso banned in every nighbouring country

t 0f\ .'^brother and ^the HEAD had to do with 'the evil in the £
to Denmark; Sweden, Norway, Germany,

chainsaw cannibal killer maniacs from cIS f°res ts’, and not just real people ^ Finland and it's one of the films
south Texas. Lefty is played brilliantly cutting other people up with a chainsaw. still right-out banned in otherwise
by psycho actor Dennis Hopper. The films have a more realistic liberal Australia. If you are so
problem is just noone belives, or ^ atmosphere; which might very well ft

‘ f° rtunate' as to live here in Denmark
wants to belive, that the killers alao be the reason for TCM 2 to be it'B a total different story; we have
are still roaming Texas after all totally banned in many countries and same law 36 Holland and Belgium

---r — —

—

^
n°t 'Just' cut like the case is with i*e* only age ratings and no censorshit

\ j&f EVIL DEAD in for instance the UK. jN
at all) H (except for kiddie porn which

_ nt from ^ But on the other hand 1 guess if W is banned - of course!) You know it's
ese years. One person, re c

, ^ TCM 2 had been released in a cut form -S'
really tragic; sometimes you hear

i i

dt would ' ve clocked in after 65 mini! (4
about people in countries like the

local rock & roll radio station^ There's lots of gore and buckets of rt
where fans have paid redicilious

lives him tho; she was in contact ^ blood. Maybe the most talked-about 8 amount6 of money for originals or

also be the reason for TCM 2 to be
totally banned in many countries and
not 'just' cut like the case is with
EVIL DEAD in for instance the UK.
But on the other hand I guess if
TCM 2 had been released in a cut form

belives him tho; she was in contact ^ blood. Maybe the most talked-,
over the phone, end on-air no less, scene is the chainsaw-up-the^^Y si

with two guys in a car when they got uuo aa x eai ° unere s neaps ol stuf
massacred by the killers; or rather^yj^ to keep y'all happy, and it's al

Leatherface who's still alive and done by Tom Savini.

well after the first film. Not only * \\ rsUr*. \ \> ^or some reason quite

was it broadcast live but she also ’ a ^ew horror film fans have taken

has a tape recording of it. Lefty a disliking to the film saying it's
i KLl/|

I ET "V2LI \ ^ no near aB Sood as the first one
due to the black humour, the blood
and this and that. You know it' 6 so

gets her convinced fucken stoopid these are the same

that she has to play it on the radio people who'd have complained if the

in order to find the killers. There's Tilm HAD been in the same mold as

but as I said there’s heaps of stuff
to keep y'all happy, and it's all

-about Bm°unx,s ol money for

e^^Y scene, ^
even shitty dupes. I've seen people

of stuff r
Beiling copies of TCM at the Camden

it's all yS
marked in North London for £25. You

Jj
can get TCM 2 original tapes here

in quite in Denmark for around 100 Danish bucks
e taken ivi ( ca £10). So instead of wasting yr
ng it's money on shite copies knowing that
rst one Bl fucked-up bootleggers earn* big bucks
e blood should rather try and order yr
it's so 5PC uncub originals from mail order shops
le same over here, (see the WHERE TO GET THEM
if the BLOODY THINGS article somewhere in
mold as these pages).in order to find the killers. There's • Tilm HAD been in the same mold as these p

just one thing; instead of just finding ^be first one cos then have J ^ \\

out where to find the killers,
^ ^ ,

||||pS .Vi ^ \\
Leatherface and hife brother 1 if L/ SSSSn-Ii! 1

*
\\

actually pays Stretch and her tecniciaD been 'just a remake of the first^^ne ' '

friend a visit late at nitc at the and 'no or j ginalli ty ' and fuckelse y' t\T-
radio station. Not so good! And from morel \\\ #. * _ .. > i

-

i g -j W \\\ A/\ ..-^3 [•:.M |.
— .

^ Underground splatter fans always brag——-
then on the movie becomes gory ,

blood g about how independent splatter films
gushing and one of the most enjoyable K are Bnd that they don t t f0xi0W trends Vf*3

splatter flicks alongside with
_

EVIL
g llke the 'Commercial' films, funny r>-

DEAD 2 and RE-ANIMATOR in my opinion. K really cos it seems to me that it’s !
It is totally different from the original K slmoEt B trend in many US/UK magazines
TCM; like, all the red stuff that

, & fanzines to dischargeTCMl2la E worthless
you don’t see in the first film you , crep. So much for being underground
see here! Also one thing that and r,ot > E i nging the same song and
differentiates TCM 2 ffgm EBy EVILJ dancing the same dance 1

I If some more

3S.

*.»Lt

lIH C J Lne Eame oance ! li some more 7V

l\\
people out the

.

re started to use their g<y
\ lY? brains for thinking instead of their

'VCao Brse
’ and if they BlBO bcean to think

for themselves instead of just conveying

•'III!: >’fv*
everybody elses sorry excuse for an .Sh ^
opinion, then maybe some more people '

would find out how much fun TCM 2
' really is 1

i J pis,.

®t m
'%'n

] £$
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NEON KAN1 ACS oka DODENS ARM£

dir: Joseph Kangine

1 must admit, 3 know nothing about

this Hick; 1 have never read a review

of it, and I haven't got a clue who

director JoBeph Mangine ia. 1 found

the tape at the local discount store,

in one of them video tape bins where

you mostly find tapes that are so

bad they should be banned! This tape

tho was obviously a horror movie and

aa it was only t^.OO (39,50 kr) 1

thought 'what the hell, why not’.

The flick is about a group of yank

teenB going for a drive in their van

to the nearest park, to get wasted

and 'make out'. Yes the usual story!
|

The compulsory manioc killer that

kills them all one by one (except the

nice girl who don't do sex) is this

time a whole group of (sort of) zombie

killers: they come from, like, another

time or something. One is b samurai,

another a zombie M.D., and there's

a hangman and a few others. There s

portraits of 'em all on the Danish

video cassette . The nice virgin girl

grta away of courae, and as usual

the pigs think she's a loonie. Then

there's some younger teens who are

shooting a vampire movie on a camcorder,

and , like, the director girl hears

Bbout the story, that the virgin girl

told the police, about the monstermen

or zombies or whatever they a re. She

sets out to find them and, yes, finds

them, films them, and yes, the tape

is ruined by water or something so

no one belives her neither. In between

all this the nice virgin girl meets

a nice guy and yes; this is all familiar

territory, but that is not saying

NEON MANIACS is b waste of time, it's

quite intertaning actually and there's

a fair bit of gore. Oh yeah, you can

easily leave yr brain in the fridge,

you wont need it! And don't expect

a stylish giallo! But it's a fun movie

to watch on a rainy Sunday afternoon.

The Danish title by the way, D0DENS

ARK4 ,
translates ARMY OF DEATH! Do

we detect an atempt to cash in on

ARMY OF DARKNESS?

Danish sell-thru reviewed.
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EMBARRASSMENT CORNER

We here at B.I.B like to belive that we are nice people, and try to be like

really nice, caring, sharing and loving towards everybody else! Unfortunately

not everybody else is like really nice to us. You might not know this dear

reader, but there's people out there that: are like screwed up and don’t care

about hurting other peoples feelings! And we here at B.I.B are, like, sensitive

and get easily hurt. One thing we are not tho is, we don't forget easily. It

doesn't matter whether they've owed us stuff for a short while or for years,

we want what belongs to us. And so we entroduce our EMBARRASSMENT CORNER. The

people who owe us whatever they owe us might not give a fuck, but this way

other people get to see who these bums are! Fair enough if you ask me, hell

yes!

ANDY in Portadown ,
N—Ireland: you still owe me a tape! .

.

JARI MEISTAMO in Raahe ,
Finland: I sent you some stuff

fanzine????????

- now where is the promised

Pay up you loosers! !

!



REINCARNATION
SHOGUN SAMURAI

dir: Kinji Fukasaku

At the beginning of Tony Scott's great
film True Romance, there's this guy
who. meets a girl in a bar. He asks

if she would like to go to the

Ot>*
O* £y»5 Q\ FU

S*nlly
t

Of I -

an

She
incredible guy called
says no thanks, so

when he's in the
of watching the movies another
comes into the cinema and,

while we get glimpses of Sonny Chiba,
he begins to tell her about this Japanese
Rung Fu fighter who's the best martial
arts fighter alive.
Well the short tastes of
Chiba film had me craving
so the only
get hold of
hold of . his
proved to be
but finally
Reincarnation

’ SAMURAI
CMM—nOM aka
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co'** movies with him to see three Kung
movies with

« EonnY Chiba.
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I'm a fan - definitely

!

having watched a whole heap of
other samurai flicks I won't start
comparing them, except maybe the

.
Baby

Cart series,

those films.

though it's nothing like

There arc ' some pretty'

but there are more sub-
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the Sonny
for more,

thing to do was go and
some Chiba movies. Getting
flicks on these shores
a rather difficult task,
I tracked down Samurai
and whoa, what a film

it is! It's quite ... amazing!
350 years ago the Shogun warriors
killed 20,000 Christians during a

90 day battle. The story begins on
the eve after the battle is over.
All the Christians are dead but one,
Amakashiro Tokisara, had not been
a true believer while alive so apparently
has ended up in Hell. He returns with
5 other equally evil followers to
take revenge, wreak havoc on the living
and spread death and destruction.
Then they come across a skilled swordsman
called Dubai (Sonny Chiba). A friend
of Dubai's has turned to the dark
side and joined the evil dudes. Dubai
confronts them but doesn't know how
to fight them as they are demons from

— r *M»i ino'-pBndent
| SO3016O

10OO r» n -— I

So he sends a letter to his father
asking for help. Dad also confronts
the evil dudes but gets killed; he
doesn't wanna join them but then he
does, so I think they like possess
him, it's not quite clear.
Anyhow, Samurai Reincarnation is a
bloody great film. Just the extremely
beautiful look of the sets and scenes
is a 1000 times better than any boring

samurai/ninja film. If this is
standard of all Sonny Chiba movies
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plots
It is

than
also
but trust

than in
also much

the

more
Baby
of a

a straight
very long,

me , my

Cart films,
horror movie

samurai film,
almost two

fat friend, it
and the last

confronts his
of a burning
It makes

in Argento '

s

becomes tedious
where Dubai
the middle
astonishing,
house scene
like something from
from the Royal Theatre!
Kinji Fukasaku has made
is just as skillful as
character! Oh yeah, Dubai's
brother is played by Henry
who played the Japanese cop
the Line of Duty.

It's

hours

,

never
scene

father in
house is

the burning
Inferno look

TV production

a film that
Sonny Chiba's

younger
Sanada

,

in In

This great flick is out
Denmark. It's

on

V.rifio Coll Git>^nn*

IB

in Denmark. It's uncut, letterboxed
ia dubbed in English. Find it!
ip
m
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THE RETURN OF ELVIS; Aloha from Heaven.,
dir: Martin Weinreich

B.I.B.'s first promo film has arrived!

THE RETURN OF ELVIS; Aloha from Heaven.,
is released by the Aarhus based
underground company Dark Productions.
They've released other films but I

haven't watched any of those.
Elvis has landed from the beyound.
He is on a mission of the utmost
importance: to find the soul of
rock'n'roll! I must admit I didn't
recognize Elvis at first, I dunno
why; maybe his sideburns weren't the
same lenth as in the old days! Anyway
he contacts a lowlife private dick,
Clyde B Andersen, and together they
go deep down in the dangerous crime
world of Aarhus! On their way they
come across the porno and drug kingpin,
sleazy scum and more. There's slapstick
humour, a gory guitar killing and
Lolita dolls! It's of course all in

Danish. The cassette cover quots BLOODY
DARLINGS 's editor Lars Von Hegnet
who wrote a 100% negative review of
it except for one short line in which
he praises the guitar killing. That
line is quoted!!! I don't know how
much the tape is but ehh write to
'em and ask.

<_•

Contact Dark Productions at Christian
Baunvig, Korshojen 27, 8240 Risskov,
Denmark.
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DOCTOR M0RDR1D
USA. 1992

D. Albert & Charles Band

P; Charles Band

S: C. Courtney Joyner

W: Jeffrey Combs, Yvette Nipar, Jay Acovonc, Brian

Thompson...

The Bands have been grinding oul increasingly lousier low-

budget features on Charles' Full Moon Productions. The

company started oul pretty pood and a couple of Albert Band

films worth checking out are Tmncerr - a well-made andprety

clever Terminator meets Blade Runner Sci-Fi thriller with Tim
Tbomcrson and Meridian - die most sleazy beauty and the

beast version you’ll ever sec, with Shcrilyn Fenn running around

stark naked after 1 0 minutes, bring drugged and gening raped by

something that looks like a mutant version of Wolfman Jack!

This 72 minutes fantasy howl tak.es place in central New V orb

where Anton Mordrid (Combs) lives in a magnificrni appartnicm

dial looks like a uiedivial laboratory' (with a Raven and all),

enhanced with loads of TV screens and electric lights. He s a

specialist on religion and mystical rtlated murder crimes. He

lives nrxl door to Samatha Hunt (Nipar) who works with the

police and they soon gels interested in each oilier. In the

incanunic Kabal (Thompson) cruise around die world siealing

base ingredients for bip time achymistic evil-doing. Anton has to

stop him and alter some muluple dimension travelling, where we

lcam that Anion and Kabal are brothers, “one pood and kind' and

"one malevolent" (you figure out who’s who) and Kabal is on his

way lo destroy the enure world - so what new?! As if this isn t

enough trouble Anton is suspected for some killings in the

ncigbourhoodandhe gets in trouble widi bone-head poll cc officer

: a*. pS||

DLOODMOON
Australia, 1 989

D: Alec Mills

P: Stanley O'Toole

S. Robert Brennan

W: lan Williams. Helen Thomson, Leon Lissck, Christine

Amor, Craige Cronin..,

Aussie slasher flick that tries to combine maniac-on-tlie-loosc

elements with beach-party actioD and fails on both accounts. The

killings are ineptly made and the the rest is plain boring. It takes

place at the two Winchester Schools: one for young men and one

for young women. At night the lecherous young adults meet in

the woods to have it off and from lime to time some of them

disappears. What we - the viewers - know is that they have been

killed, bad their eyes cut out and fingers cut off and then buried.

Everybody else thinks they've just run off w.uh each others.

Mary (Thompson) is a nice American girl with a cute smile who

falls in love with the local boy Kevin (Williams). They go to

the dance hah together (where the most incredibly lame Kiss

wannabes play), kisses in the bushes and gcncraly have a really

nice time. It's real Neighbours material. However life is bount lo

change as the killer have noticed them and he's out for their

blood. He gets closer and closer - killing a lot of other teens on

his way - before getting really close. It's clear from the start that

the suspiciously (not to mention stupid) looking head master of

the school, Myles Sheffield (Lissck) and his nympho wife

Virginia (Amor) arc invovlcd in all the killings But not until the

final 15 minutes do we actually get to know how and why and

V.
Tons Faudio lAccn one I At one point lie even gels arrested, but

with Ills super powers, and help from Samantha. Anton easily

shakes the police It all builds up nicely to the final cncounteT

between Anton and Kabal, It takes place in a big museum and

features flashes, explosions. magic, alchemy, lots of shouting and

(poorly) animated, roaring dinosaur skeletons eating museum

guards. And there is no prices for guessing who wins.

Combs and Thompson arc pTcal as always looking slightly mad

in each their way and taking to each oilier like they were in a

Shakespeare play. They actually were dir reason 1 remed dus in

die first place. The FiX are Ok and the acting is above what

you'd expect from a production like this. Pretty good Sunday

afternoon entertainment and nothing more. The animals by the

way. where provided by Critters of die Cmcma. Wow!

dus is when things pet interesting. Not plotwise though, only

the killings start getting preity graphic adn eflcctivc. Director

Mills seem to get everything going die way diey should' ' c been

the whole film and dir climax is pretty wild, violent and exciting

even. People shot widi guns and pump-guns, diey pri subbed,

gets their neck broken etc. All while it’s raining with thunder and

lightning Pretty good actually A shame ti lakes almost 80

minutes before it happens How I managed to slay awake

remains a mystery lo me. cu? this is a s bonng as H gets I d

radter sit dirough an entire Bam Manilow album titan waicli dus

turkey again
__ w ^



KILLERS ROMANCE

dir: Philip Ko (aka X.R.Tu)

Wow, I just read an article in Melody

Maker about the new UK video label

'Made in Hong Kong' that has just

released four HK movies

The Killer, letterboxed, in Cantonese

with English subtitles. Major cool,

huh!! And more will be released later.

Makes me almost wish I had a job!

Saviour of Souls, by the way, was

shown recently on Danish TV. It was

in Cantonese alright, but the bastards

showed a cropped version (i.e. not

letterboxed). Hopefully it won't be

the last HK flick to turn up on Danish

TV, but on the other hand knowing

Danish TV, it probably will be.

Anyway it might not be obvious from

the above, but thislT a review of Philip

Ko's Killer's Romance.

Simon Yam plays the son of the head

of a Japanese 'organisation'

triad, or in this case since it's

Japanese, yakuza.) In the dubbed version

that I saw Yam's character is called

Jeffrey, but the Asian Trash Cinema

book states that he's called Nidaine,

so I guess it depends on which version

you watch. Jeffrey's Dad is killed

while making deals in London's Chinatown

with a Chinese gang. Dad's closest

colleague and longtime friend tells

Jeffrey that the Chinese dunnit, and

so because of the same code of honour

you can find in all HK triad films,

Jeffrey goes to London to settle the

score.

While walking around the streets of

London, a Chinese girl (Joey Wang

from A Chinese Ghost Story in this

version credited as Wang Tsu Hsien)

asks him to donate money to a children's

fund. He gives her a bundle of notes

and leaves her startled. Then later

we find the girl in a park where she's

photographing some ducks or something.

In the same park we find one of the

Chinese triad bosses and his bodyguards.

As you might expect, Jeffrey enters

the scene and starts blowing them

away. Accidentally the girl gets a

pic of Jeffrey as he shoots the boss.

When she gets home she develops the

picture and makes heaps of copies

Yes, she's in

hang on the wall. Ves,

i ' __ tell y°n more
not really gonna telly ^

at the Plot. I »ean. ^ But

led Killer .. < s Romance is

wiU tell
down. True to

1 "Orth tracking
ition the

>*
n"otS of Violet shootout,

Lm has lot
triad movies, it

vith other
r have bee „ made

0babLy J° hadn't begun this never-

flicks. It is no surprise that Killer's
Romance is no way near as good as
The Killer or any of Woo's other movies.
Nor does it have the same style, but
then what does? I mean, when you compare
Herioc Blooshed movies made by any
director to John Woo's, the others
nil fall flat. So even this film doesn't
equal Woo's outings it's quite good,
and Simon Yam has often proved himself
to be a capable actor (see Full Contact,
Bullet in the Head and others).
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Co^-
collector
She takes

she
who
she

one

(glad she wasn't a Poll tax

in London a few yrs back!!),

pride in doing her job well but

is not 'out to get the people

try to cheat the tax system',

only does her job as she says in

scene. The film is in no way a funny

film and it couldn't be any further

slapstick humour found so

Hong Kong Chinese movies,

however have some humorous

in one scene Itakura and

a group of male colleagues are searching

a woman's house to find a key. Well,

she says she hasn't got it. They

everywhere but they can't find

Then one of them says she looks

she has got it under her blouse,

at first she just denies but

she freaks out and starts to

off her clothes: blouse, bra,

other clothes and at the end she throws

her knickers at them and lays down

on the floor and demands that they

from the
often in

It does
moments

;

look
it.

like
Well
then
pull
her
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Mini

poster

for

the

great

Australian

vampire

splatter

flick

BLOODLUST

.

BANNED IN BRITAIN
NOW SHOWING IN MELBOURNE

JANE STUART WALLACE • ROBERT JAMES O’NEILL • KELLY CHAPMAN
in a film by RICHARD WOLSTENCROFT and JON HEWITT

PAUL MODER • JAMES YOUNG • MAX CRAWDADDY • LEX MIDDLETON • BIG BAD RALPH • COLIN SAVAGE

MICHAEL HELMS • ESME MELVILLE • JOHN FLAUS • RANDALL BERGER and PHIL MOTHERWELL as Brother Bern
IB*

GLASSHOUSE CINEMA
RMIT • 360 SWANSTON ST • MELBOURNE • 660 2437

EXCLUSIVE WORLD PREMIERE SEASON STARTS FRI APRIL 3
Check dally directory In AGE 4 HERALD-SUN lor current screening limes

Special RMIT CATALYST lunchtime screening Tuesday April 7th at 12.30pm. All RMIT students $5


